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AJK Design Studio: Putting
Design in Unexpected Places
Visually focused since her childhood in Salinas, California, where she observed
organic patterns in surrounding hills and lettuce fields, Kantor attended law
school after college in the hopes it would earn her enough money to do what
she loved.
BY CAROLYN CIRILLO
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or Annie Kantor, when it comes to design, it’s all in the details.
In her case, it was the details missing from the century-old home she was renovating in Oakland, California, that revealed an unserved market niche.
Formerly director of the custom studio at Maharam where she designed bespoke
textiles for hotel, commercial and other contract customers, Kantor was closely supervising every decision and detail of the remodeling project.
But she was stymied by a gaping, prominent hole once covered by a decorative
metal vent in the entry, spurring an earnest search for a grate with the beauty, detail
and integrity of the original.
“I was scouring flea markets, antique stores and online sources,” Kantor says. “I
could not find anything of quality that was appropriate to the period of our house.”
Then inspiration struck.
Recalling a textile pattern she developed based on the elevator shaft in a Louis Sullivan building in Chicago, she sought to adapt it to metal. Kantor, who studied textile
design at the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD), began drawing from memory,
using carbon paper to emulate the pattern repeats since most of the family’s belongings had been packed in boxes during the renovation. It took two years and a nationwide search for a metalsmith who could fabricate it to her specifications.
“When it was finally complete, my architect saw it and loved it,” she says. “He said,
‘This is cool. You could sell these.’ ”
And a business was born.
Kantor is applying her pattern-design expertise to ornamental metals for AJK Design Studio, which she founded in 2015. In less than three years of business, she has
been named a star of ICFF, received special mention from Architizer for her work
that “endows the humble air vent with elegance” and “elevates unsightly air ducts
and metal vents to artistic elements.”
It wasn’t a particularly direct route.
Visually focused since her childhood in Salinas, California, where she observed
organic patterns in surrounding hills and lettuce fields, Kantor attended law school
after college in the hopes it would earn her enough money to do what she loved.
She left after a year, and under the guidance of her artist grandmother, ultimately
found herself in the textile department at RISD. “It was like candy land,” Kantor
says. “It was my dream come true.”
She credits her training at RISD for developing her artistic point of view.
“RISD’s approach is to teach artists to find meaning in something that inspires and
speaks to you, and then take it through the rigorous process of developing it techniThe Business of Furniture | Subscribe at bof.press | January 31, 2018
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cally and visually into something that works,” explains Kantor, who uses that process at AJK Design Studio.
With a modernist sensibility honed while working under Textus-founder Hazel
Siegel, and a creative problem-solving methodology developed at Maharam, Kantor
brings a disciplined aesthetic approach to her work.
Beginning with a sketch or painting, she scans it into Pointerre, a CAD program
for textiles (Fittingly, she purchased the software with money her grandmother left
her). She refines the pattern, adjusting the scale and repeat. When satisfied, it goes
into vector format to be read by laser cutters, then sent to one of her U.S.-based metalworking studios who create samples. Designs are tweaked and appropriate testing
done to meet standards: ASTM E-84, flame spread index, smoke developed index,
Class A.

Photo by Peter Dressel/Wilk Marketing Communications

WITH A MODERNIST SENSIBILITY
HONED WHILE WORKING UNDER
TEXTUS-FOUNDER HAZEL SIEGEL,
AND A CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED AT
MAHARAM, KANTOR BRINGS A
DISCIPLINED AESTHETIC APPROACH TO
HER WORK.
Designing a pattern to be woven on a loom is vastly different than one that will be
laser cut into steel, Kantor quickly learned. Not only do the designs have to be beautiful, they need to be graphically strong and balance open areas with closed ones.
“I’ve had to start thinking in a new way, such as ‘Will this hold together? Will this
be enough ventilation space? How narrow can the positive spaces be?’ ” Kantor says.
Early models where the design did not connect all areas could not maintain structural integrity, she recalls.
It took a bit of time, engineering and trial and error working closely with metalsmiths before Kantor mastered translating her textile-design skills from layers of
yarn to solid steel. Now she visits her manufacturers regularly.
“They call me a stickler, but I’d like to think this is as exciting for them as it is for
me,” she says. “They’re used to cutting things for the military or tractors. I don’t
think they’d ever imagine they’d be cutting a lotus flower out of metal.”
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But indeed, they did, and the Kamakura collection, inspired by serene lotus ponds
in the Japanese seaside city, added organic shapes to the line for the first time, to
great acclaim from the architectural community.
It has been a learning experience on both sides, as the former textile expert takes a
deep dive to learn the intricacies of HVAC, welding a flange and other properties of
metal.
Virtually each step of her process involves the coming together of two disparate
forces, much the same way it did in textiles: design converges with technology, aesthetics intersect functional, artisan converges with industrial.
“I start with the same hands-on design, painterly approach I used with textiles
where the final product was finished with state-of-the-art machines,” Kantor says. “I
rely on these steel experts and their cutters in the same way.”
She relishes the chance to work within stringent parameters. “It was an extra challenge to design something beautiful that met stringent standards such as a certain
number of double rubs, non-fade, polyester woven,” she says. “And I have the same
challenge now because I’m designing metal, which is a very non-forgiving material.”
Debuting at ICFF 2016 with 12 grille patterns, AJK now offers 18 signature designs,
including geometric, spherical, organic and midcentury modern motifs. New patterns are added annually, often adapted from a custom project or inspired by a European vacation or everyday commute.
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Inspiration might come from shadows on the tennis court (LinkedIn), New York
City fire escapes (Soho) or San Francisco area bridges (Transit, Turnbuckle, Suspension and Gridlock). Kantor has reinterpreted classic designs such as George Nelson’s
iconic mid-century sofa (Marshmallow) and luxury upholstery patterns.
All patterns can be customized in scale, color, thickness and finish (brushed, polished, powder coated). Material choices include aluminum; brushed, polished, stainless or powder-coated steel; brass, bronze and oil-rubbed bronze.
Standard 10-inch by 6-inch grilles start at $475 and can be delivered in as little as
six to eight weeks. Larger jobs run eight to 10 weeks.
AJK’s premise is even a small design flourish can add a unique touch to a room,
particularly in overlooked or unexpected places.
Initially conceived as a collection of custom-designed grilles and grates for the
residential sector, products now include stationary and sliding panels and custom
furniture for commercial applications.
Product options have expanded due to requests from architects and designers who
have specified AJK metalwork for decorative wallcoverings, room dividers, elevators, cabinetry, A/V ventilation and staircase banisters in restaurants, hotels, showrooms and offices across the country.
Broad design and production capabilities mean AJK’s uniquely patterned metalwork has enhanced a living room with a single four-inch grill and transformed a
commercial stairway with hundreds of room-size panels that play with light and
shadow.
“I feel like what I’m going to do next is defined by the imaginations of the architects
and designers I’m working with,” says Kantor, who recently added outdoor-suitable
finishes based on customer requests.
Embracing the creative and productive challenge of new applications, Kantor
makes no secret that she savors the collaborative process. “My favorite part of the
job is working with the creative A&D community,” she says.
To stay close to the design process and to meet growing demand, Kantor has expanded her distribution. Showroom staff and salespeople have been hired to focus
on sales and client relations so Kantor can concentrate on design and nurturing
geographic and product expansion.
AJK Design Studio products are available in showrooms in Folger & Burt in San
Francisco and Katonah Hardware in New York and Chicago, with others planned.
And more patterns are on the horizon.
“I’m loving this idea of creating fluid patterns,” Kantor says. “I think that’s my skill,
and it is translating well into metal.”
“Look, anyone can cut metal. What makes AJK Design Studio special is the design.
I love how people are using it. Seeing my designs in huge pieces of metal is so satisfying.” BoF
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